Recently there has been much discussion as to whether old black holes have firewalls at their surfaces that would destroy infalling observers. Though I suspect that a proper handling of nonlocality in quantum gravity may show that firewalls do not exist, it is interesting to consider an extension of the firewall idea to what seems to be the logically possible concept of hyperentropic gravitational hot objects (gravitational fireballs or grireballs for short) that have more entropy than ordinary black holes of the same mass. Here some properties of such grireballs are discussed under various assumptions, such as assuming that their radii and entropies both go as powers of their masses as the one independent parameter, or assuming that their radii depend on both their masses and their entropies as two independent parameters. * Internet address: profdonpage@gmail.com 1 Recently Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, and Sully [1] have given a provocative argument that suggests that an "infalling observer burns up at the horizon" of a sufficiently old black hole, so that the horizon becomes what they called a "firewall."
Recently Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, and Sully [1] have given a provocative argument that suggests that an "infalling observer burns up at the horizon" of a sufficiently old black hole, so that the horizon becomes what they called a "firewall."
This paper has elicited a large number of responses, some of which support the firewall idea [2, 3, 4, 5] , others of which raise skepticism about it [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] , and yet others seem more agnostic [17, 18] .
(Samuel Braunstein has informed me that he and Pirandola andŻyczkowski had written a paper [19] that had earlier derived the identical phenomenon which they called "energetic curtains," but that paper makes rather different assumptions and comes to the conclusion that "the information entering a black hole . . . is only decoded into the outgoing radiation very late in the evaporation," which is in conflict with the conclusions of Hayden and Preskill [20] that "Information deposited prior to the half-way point remains concealed until the half-way point, and then emerges quickly.") I do not yet see a clear resolution of the firewall puzzle, though my tentative intuition is that when the nonlocality of gravity is properly taken into account, a unitary theory of quantum gravity will not give firewalls for typical black holes, no matter how old they are. Some partial indications in that direction are given in [6, 9, 11, 12, 13] , though I do not think they or any other current papers have yet given a completely proper account. We simply do not know enough about quantum gravity at present to be able to describe quantum black holes correctly.
Here I wish to suggest a possibility that, although I personally think is unlikely to be true, seems to be at least logically consistent with what little we do know for certain about quantum gravity: the existence of quasi-stable gravitational objects that have even larger entropies (or number of microstates up to some energy) than black holes. I shall assume that such objects can be formed individually in a unitary theory (e.g., not only by pair production, such as the way an electron-positron pair can be produced from an electromagnetic field when there are no initial charged particles present, even though one cannot produce an individual electron from such an initial condition), so that such objects can also decay individually (and not only by pair annihilation). Therefore, in suitable quantum states that I shall assume are generic, such an object in quasi-stable thermal equilibrium (i.e., ignoring the decay from radiation off its surface) can be characterized by a temperature and can be considered to be a "hot" object (though I do not mean to assume that the temperature is necessarily high by any particular standard). As hot gravitating objects, I shall call them gravitational fireballs, or grireballs for short.
Here I shall use Planck unitsh = c = G = k ≡ k Boltzmann = 4πǫ 0 = 1. For simplicity, I shall here focus on grireballs with fairly definite mass M ≫ 1 and essentially zero angular momentum (J ≪ M 2 ) and assume that they are macroscopically spherically symmetric. I shall further assume that when their temperatures are sufficiently low that for times sufficiently short that one can ignore the thermal radiation from the grireballs, there are quantum states in asymptotically flat spacetime with negligible quantum excitations (e.g., particles and radiation) surrounding the grireballs, so that they may be considered to have fairly-definite radii R > 2M, outside of which the quantum state is locally close to the Boulware vacuum [21] of the Schwarzschild metric with mass M. That is, I shall focus on macroscopically distinct quantum states in which, to a good approximation, outside R the gravitational field is close to that of the Schwarzschild metric, and the expectation values of the stress-energy tensor is much less than the orthonormal Riemann tensor component ∼ M/R 3 in the Schwarzschild metric near the surface of the grireball (not that the small nonzero expectation values of the stress-energy tensor are being assumed to be relatively closer to the Boulware vacuum values than, say, to the Unruh [22] or Hartle-Hawking [23] vacuum, but only that they do not have a large effect on the geometry for the region outside but moderately close to the surface of the grireball, r ∼ R, but not making such a restriction for r ≫ R, at which the cumulative effect of the radiation could cause the Misner-Sharp mass [24] m(r) to have significant departures from M = m(R), the mass of the grireball itself, if the total energy E = m(∞) of the quantum state is significantly larger than M from the dilute radiation that I am allowing to surround the grireball).
I shall be agnostic as to what is "inside" the grireball. If it is not enormously larger than a black hole of the same mass and yet has more entropy S(M) for a given mass M than an ordinary Schwarzschild black hole, which has S = πR 2 = 4πM 2 , presumably the grireball must not be made up of ordinary matter in a spacetime metric obeying some approximation to the classical or semiclassical Einstein equations. I shall not assume that there is necessarily any spacetime at all inside the fireball, but only that from the outside, in the thermodynamic approximation for a generic state in which that is valid, the grireball appears to have a surface of radius R and temperature that would redshift to the value T (M) = dM/dS(M) at spatial infinity (r = ∞) if there were negligible surrounding radiation to distort the metric significantly away from the Schwarzschild form, so that E − M ≪ M. In more detail, the temperature T (M) is the temperature with respect to an approximate (e.g., ignoring the time dependence from the evaporation) timelike Killing vector ∂/∂t normalized so that g tt g rr = −1 in the approximate Schwarzschild metric just outside the grireball. That is, the time coordinate is normalized so that its imaginary periodicity in the thermal Green functions is equal to √ g rr divided by the local temperature measured by a static observer at r ∼ R, neglecting the assumed tiny difference between m(r) and M = m(r) for r ∼ R.
Essentially, I am first assuming that grireballs are macroscopically spherically symmetric and have radii R and entropies S that are functions of their masses M.
That is, I shall take them to form a one-parameter family, with R = R(M) and S = S(M). However, near the end of this paper I shall consider two-parameter families of grireballs, with R = R(M, S).
Let me list ten possible assumptions (each labeled below by a short name) for this macroscopically one-parameter family of spherically symmetric hyper-entropic gravitational fireballs, the first three of which I shall take to be part of the definition of such grireballs, and the other seven of which may be taken to be possible additional assumptions of various degrees of plausibility or applicability:
1. Macroscopically spherically symmetric, with R = R(M) and S = S(M). The local temperature at the surface of a (visible, so R > 2M) grireball is
, where T = dM/dS. In the region near but outside the grireball surface, where I am assuming that one can neglect the effect of the stress-energy tensor, the Misner-Sharp mass is nearly constant, m(r) ≈ M, and the normalization above for the time coordinate t makes −g tt ≈ (g rr )
and the locally measured temperature
Large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireballs emit essentially only massless radiation that then very nearly all escapes to infinity. In the frame of a local static observer at r = R, the blackbody emission luminosity is L surface = σT
where σ = a/4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (π 2 /60 for photons or for gravitons separately, or π 2 /30 for both) and here (but often not below) a is the radiation constant (π 2 /15 for photons or for gravitons separately, or 2π 2 /15 for both) for the radiation assumed to be emitted, and 4πR 2 is the area of the surface of the grireball.
However, relative to the ∂/∂t Killing vector field normalized so that g tt g rr = −1 in the approximate Schwarzschild metric just outside the grireball, there is one redshift factor for the energy and another for the number rate, giving a normalized luminosity
where for the last expression I have used the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ = π 2 /30
for the assumed blackbody emission for both photons and gravitons. The enhancement factor (1 − 2M/R) −1 can be interpreted as the enhancement factor, over πR 2 ,
for the cross section of the surface as seen by a distant observer.
If the grireball is not "large" but instead has R(M) < 3M, and yet with the other Assumptions 7, 8, and 9 still holding, only a fraction of the emission directions from the emission surface will actually propagate outward through the centrifugal barrier at r = 3M. From far away, the surface appears to have an effective cross section the same as if it were at R = 3M, so the normalized luminosity then is L = 12πR 2 σT 4 .
If one gives up Assumption 7 of geometric optics, the luminosity would be decreased, perhaps by a factor approximately proportional to (RT ) 2 when this quantity is large. If one gives up Assumption 8 of a blackbody surface, the thermal luminosity would also be reduced by the factor of the absorptivity. On the other hand, if
Assumption 9 of coolness is violated, then the grireball can thermally emit massive particles, which would increase the luminosity.
Since grireballs are highly hypothetical, in principle they could have any of a wide range of possible functional forms for their radii R(M) and entropies S(M)
as functions of their masses M. Or, later I shall consider the possibility that their properties depend on two parameters, say M and S. However, here for simplicity in the one-parameter case I shall just consider simple power-law relations,
with c = a β b, γ = αβ, and with a no longer the radiation constant.
One can now get the temperature of the grireball as
Then the luminosity from large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireballs is
Setting dM/dt = −L then gives the lifetime for a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireball of mass M ≪ R = aM α to decay as
We can also calculate the time t * for a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireball to emit radiation with entropy equal to that left in the grireball. (That is the time at which one might expect that the quantum state would give nearly maximal entanglement between the radiation and what remains of the radiating object [27, 28] .) The entropy of the massless radiation in the geometric-optics blackbody limit is 4/3 its energy divided by its temperature, whereas the entropy decrease in the grireball during a relatively small energy loss is that energy loss divided by the temperature, so the emission into empty space increases the total entropy by a
is the initial entropy of the grireball, after the grireball has lost energy and entropy down to entropy S, the entropy in the radiation is f (S 0 − S). Setting these two equal gives the entropy then remaining in the grireball at t * as S = S * = [f /(f + 1)]S 0 = (4/7)S 0 . Abbreviating the grireball lifetime given by Eq. (5) as t f ≡ t lifetime , the evolution of a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireball with initial mass M 0 , initial radius R 0 = aR α , and initial entropy S 0 = cM γ at time t = 0 gives
Therefore, when the entropy radiated equals the entropy remaining in the grireball, one gets
Now let us see what restrictions there are on the exponents α and β (and hence also on γ) from the ten possible grireball assumptions listed above in the limit that the mass M is taken to infinity:
1. Macroscopically spherically symmetric, with R = R(M) and S = S(M).
Hyper-entropic:
7. Geometric-optics:
8. Blackbody: surface totally absorbing 9. Cool: negligible massive particles emitted ⇒ αβ = γ ≥ 1 10. Slowly evaporating:
The implication from the last assumption (slowly evaporating, by which I mean that the inward velocity of the grireball surface is not faster than the speed of light, at least if R ≫ 2M) also assumes that one has a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireball. However, one should note that there is not really any causality restriction on the inward velocity of the grireball surface, since it need not carry information inward but can just be a mathematically defined surface chosen to demarcate what is considered to be the outer edge of the grireball. For example, a sphere of electrons and positrons could annihilate in such a way that the surface that marks the outer boundary of the region where the electron-positron density is still high could move inward at an arbitrarily high velocity.
Although one could consider grireballs (defined to obey Assumptions 1-3) that violate any of the Assumptions 4-10, there is a range in the two-parameter set of exponents for the power-law relations R = aM α and S = cM γ (or S = bR β with β = γ/α and b = c/a β ) that for large enough M gives grireballs that obey all ten Assumptions:
The last inequality is only needed for the slowly-evaporating assumption, so one might consider abandoning it, but here for simplicity I shall keep them all unless otherwise stated.
One can also derive expressions for the minimal mass of grireballs to obey the assumptions for given exponents α and γ and for given coefficients a and c, but I
shall not do that here. However, I can note that if the coefficients obey the following sequence of inequalities, then (except for the coolness Assumption 9, which requires
where m is the mass of the lightest massive particle, such as a neutrino or an electron with m ≈ 4 ×10 −23 Planck units [29] ), all of the assumptions would hold for all grireballs of mass greater than the Planck mass if the following sequence of inequalities held:
On the other hand, since one would normally be considering grireballs much more massive than the Planck mass, it would then be sufficient for all the assumptions (except the coolness Assumption 9, which requires M ≫ m −1 ∼ 10 22 or perhaps a few orders of magnitude greater from the mass of the lightest neutrino if it is a few orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of an electron, grireball mass M very much more massive than the Planck mass, though much less than a solar mass M ⊙ ≈ 10 38 in Planck units [29] if the lightest neutrino mass is much greater than 10 −38 Planck units or than about 10 −10 eV) if the exponents obeyed the inequalities
It is interesting that the lifetime of a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool, slowly evaporating grireball for very large mass M, which by Eq. (5) is proportional to M 4γ−2α−3 , can be either be shorter or longer than the lifetime of a black hole of the same mass, which is proportional to M 3 , and yet be consistent with all of the other assumptions if 2 < γ < 3. However, if γ > 3, then such a grireball necessarily has a longer lifetime than a black hole of the same mass in the limit that the mass is taken to infinity. In particular, α > 2γ −3 makes 4γ −2α−3 < 3 and hence gives the large-mass grireball a shorter lifetime than a black hole of the same mass, but then 2γ − 3 < α < (4/3)γ − 1 requires γ < 3 as well as the hyper-entropic assumption γ ≥ 2. On the other hand, α < 2γ − 3 makes the large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool, slowly evaporating grireball lifetime go as a higher power of the mass M than it does for a black hole, and this range for α is consistent with the other assumptions for all super-entropic values of γ, γ ≥ 2.
Let us compare a grireball with a black hole, which has α = 1, β = 2, γ = 2, a = 2, b = π, and c = 4π. A black hole does not qualify as a grireball, since it is not "hyper-entropic" (S > 4πM 2 ) and is not "visible" (R > 2M), and it is also not "large" (R ≥ 3M) or "geometric-optics" (2π/(RT ) ≪ 1) but rather has 2π/(RT ) = 8π 2 ≫ 1 and hence emits radiation with a characteristic thermal wavelength λ thermal = 2π/T = 16π 2 M = 8π 2 R many times longer than the black hole radius R = 2M.
Numerical calculations [30, 31, 32, 33] have shown that a nonrotating black hole large enough (e.g., solar mass or greater, assuming that the lightest neutrino has a mass at least about 10 −10 eV) to emit essentially only photons and gravitons loses mass and entropy, and emits radiation entropy, at the rates
Therefore, a large nonrotating black hole emits photon plus graviton radiation entropy of f bh = −dS rad /dS bh ≈ 1.4847 times as much as the entropy decrease of the black hole, a rather larger fraction than the f = 4/3 for a blackbody emitting purely massless thermal radiation of wavelength much shorter than its size, such as a large, geometric-optics, blackbody, cool grireball [34, 35] .
From these numbers, one can calculate that the lifetime of a large black hole is
and that the time to emit radiation with an entropy equal to that remaining in the black hole is
The numerical values of this time are then
Furthermore, the values of the black hole mass and entropy at this time when the entropy equals the entropy in the radiation are
If we take a black hole of a solar mass, M = M ⊙ ≈ 10 38 , such a black hole has a radius I shall call R ⊙ = 2M ⊙ ≈ 3 km [29] and an entropy S ⊙ = 4πM [29] , so kT /hc ≈ 1200 m −1 and (kT /hc)R ⊙ ≈ 3.5 × 10 6 , which is 1/(4π) times the ratio of the cosmic microwave temperature T to the solar-mass black hole Hawking temperature that I shall call T ⊙ = (hc/k)/(4πR ⊙ ) = 6.17 × 10 −8 , giving T /T ⊙ ≈ 44 000 000.
Except for the fact that it does not have a natural edge at radius R(M) as I am assuming that a grireball does, a not-too-large volume of thermal radiation at the present cosmic microwave background temperature T would be like a grireball in being hyper-entropic, having more entropy than that of a black hole of the same mass, S = 4πM 2 . For example, in flat space with now reverting to using a = π 2 /15
for the radiation constant for photons, the mass-energy of electromagnetic radiation at temperature T in volume V is M rad = aT 4 V , and the entropy is S rad = (4/3)aT
Therefore, thermal electromagnetic radiation in a volume V < (3πaT ⊙ of a solar-mass black hole. This means that thermal radiation at the cosmic microwave background radiation temperature or higher is hyper-entropic only with respect to black holes much less massive than stars, and in fact less massive than the Earth. For thermal electro-magnetic radiation to be hyper-entropic with respect to a solar-mass black hole, one
193 , which is the volume of a sphere of radius r ≈ 2.3 × 10 64 ≈ 4.5 × 10 13 light years, which with c = 1 is approximately 3300 times the present age of the universe that is about 13.75 Gyr or five trillion days or 8.05 × 10 60 Planck times [29] .
Therefore, one cannot have ordinary thermal radiation in a region smaller than the observable size of the universe that is hyper-entropic with respect to black holes of solar mass or greater. If there are hypothetically possible objects that could form within a size not greater than the size of the observable universe (or not greater than the length scale corresponding to the observed value of the apparent cosmological constant) and yet have more entropy for the same mass than stellar-mass black holes, they must be unknown objects such as the hyper-entropic gravitational fireballs (grireballs) postulated in this paper.
One could also calculate how large a black hole would have the same mass and the same entropy of a ball of thermal electromagnetic radiation in flat spacetime that has a radius equal to the radius of the horizon of de Sitter spacetime with the currently measured value of the cosmological constant, and an appropriate temperature. For getting a precise nominal value for the cosmological constant that happens to be in agreement with fairly recent measurements, within their experimental error, use a slight simplification of the Mnemonic Universe Model (MUM) given in [36, 37] Planck times, so the differences of the four different approximations above from the mean of this estimate are all less than about 50% or so of the listed uncertainty of the current estimate of the age of the universe. The metric for the MUM model is
where H Λ = Λ/3 is the asymptotic value of the Hubble expansion rate 
The mass of this radiation is
or a bit over ten times the mass of Jupiter. This is the mass of the largest black hole for which one could imagine a sphere of radiation in flat spacetime having more entropy for the same mass and yet not having a radius larger than that of the horizon of the de Sitter spacetime to which our universe seems to be tending toward if the currently observed cosmic acceleration is due to a truly constant dark energy density or cosmological constant.
That is, we know of no entities within our present universe that for the same mass can have more entropy than a black hole of more than ten or so times the mass of Jupiter. However, in this paper I am conjecturing that it would not be inconsistent with the known laws of physics that there exist such hyper-entropic entities, such as perhaps gravitational fireballs or grireballs that are approximately spherically symmetric and have a fairly well defined radius R(M) > 2M and entropy
2 , outside of which the spacetime can be approximately given by the Schwarzschild metric.
As a simple example for a putative grireball size and entropy relation that satisfies all the assumptions above for a grireball mass large in Planck units, suppose a = b = c = 1, α = 1.2, β = 1.75, and thus γ = 2.1, so R = M 1.2 and S = R 1.75 = M 2.1 .
Therefore, the entropy obeys the Hawking Assumption 5, S ≤ πR 2 = πM 2.4 (as well as the Bekenstein Assumption 6, S ≤ 2πRM = 2πM 2.2 ), so the entropy is less than that of a black hole of the same radius, but it is greater than that of a black hole of the same mass. This particular set of exponents gives a large, geometric-optics, cool, slowly evaporating grireball for very large mass M, and if one further assumes that the grireball is also a blackbody for both photons and gravitons, the lifetime would be [2.5(2.1) In considering the hypothetical possibility of super-entropic gravitational fireballs, or grireballs, one should check that they do not violate any current observations. Potentially one of the most dangerous consequences of grireballs (for ruling them out observationally, not for their threatening our existence) would seem to be their possible production by black holes. One would imagine that black holes should be able to emit grireballs as part of their Hawking emission, and observationally we require that the rates not be so great as to be in conflict with astronomical black hole observations.
Besides geometric factors, the main factor in the emission rate for grireballs would presumably be the exponential of the change in the thermodynamic (i.e., coarse-grained) entropy of the world during the emission of a grireball. Suppose we consider a nonrotating black hole of energy E that emits a grireball of mass M to become a black hole of energy E − M. Taking S(M) to be the entropy of the grireball, the change in entropy (neglecting phase-space factors for the motion of the
If this change in entropy is very large (in comparison with unity, not in comparison with the original entropy black hole entropy 4πE 2 ), then there is a danger that grireballs might be emitted rapidly from a black hole. Naïvely it would appear that this danger indeed occurs when one sets M = E, since then ∆S = S(E) − 4πE 2 > 0 by the hyper-entropic property assumed for grireballs.
However, if a grireball with mass M equal to the energy E of the original black hole is much larger than the black hole, say with size R(M) = aM α ≫ 2M = 2E, the size of the black hole, there presumably would be severe geometric suppression factors for the rate of emission of the large grireball by the much smaller black hole.
For example, with radiation constant a = 2π 2 /15 for photons and gravitons, entropy would be increased by the conversion of a black hole of energy E to thermal photons and gravitons in a box of volume V > (3π
where
32 is the mass of the earth [29] (and noticing the mnemonic device that a year in Planck units is, within the experimental uncertainty in the Planck time, 0.1% larger than 10 50 multiplied by the cube root of 200), so that it would be entropically favorable for a black hole of the mass of the earth to convert to radiation in a box larger than about 2% of the volume of a sphere with radius equal to our distance of about 27 000 light years from the Galactic center. However, because this volume is much larger than the size of the black hole, the time for the conversion would be that of the decay of the black hole by Hawking emission, about 3.14 × 10 50 (E/M ⊙ ) 3 years, so there is no danger of this happening for a large black hole within times that we can observe that are limited by the age of the universe.
Therefore, one might suppose that the danger to our observations of apparent astrophysical black holes that seem not to have converted to grireballs (unless they are actually grireballs that happen to be not much larger than black holes of the same mass) might only come from the emission of grireballs smaller than the black hole, or
Then if we assume the Bekenstein property of grireballs, S ≤ 2πRM, we get that S(M) − ∆S > S(M), or ∆S < 0, so the rate of grireball emission would be suppressed. (I have ignored the phase space factors for the motion of the emitted grireballs, so in fact they can be emitted without decreasing the entropy, just as other particles can be emitted by Hawking radiation, but the intrinsic entropy of the grireballs will not give a huge enhancement factor if the ∆S calculated above is not much larger than unity.)
As a result, if there is indeed a sufficient geometric suppression for the emission of grireballs larger than the black hole, then it appears that something like the Bekenstein assumption for them would be sufficient to avoid the danger of black holes quickly (e.g., on timescales less than the age of the universe) turning into grireballs. Of course, we do not know the precise form of the geometric suppression, so we cannot say that it is precisely the Bekenstein assumption that is sufficient (or necessary), and hence we cannot deduce the 2π coefficient in the Bekenstein assumption from this argument, but it does suggest that at least for very large grireballs, something rather like the Bekenstein assumption might be necessary to avoid black holes' decaying too rapidly into grireballs. This argument certainly does not rule out objects having entropy exceeding the Bekenstein assumption by large factors (see, e.g., [40, 41] , though I do not know of objects that violate the assumption and also have very large entropies), so long as the excess is not so large that when its exponential is multiplied by the very slow Hawking emission rate for zero-entropy objects of the same mass, it gives a total emission rate for all the different microstates of the grireballs that would cause observed astrophysical black holes to decay away in times less than their presumed ages.
One might wonder whether grireballs are related to black holes that might have firewalls. So far I have discussed grireballs as separate objects, though as objects which might be emitted by black holes, or which black holes might transform into after very long times if the grireballs of the same mass as black holes are much larger in size.
One might assume that grireballs for a given mass are only slightly larger than black holes of the same mass, so that it would be easier for black holes to convert into them, and yet that the conversion might not be noticed in astrophysical observations, which typically only see the effects of the gravitational field beyond several Schwarzschild radii of the objects. However, if the grireballs are not much larger than black holes but are highly hyper-entropic, with entropies much larger than black holes of the same mass, than not only would they violate the Bekenstein Another possibility for grireballs, different from what was assumed above, is that do not form a one-parameter family, with both the radius R and the entropy S being given by functions of the mass M alone, but that the mass and entropy are independent, with the radius being a function of both, R = R(M, S). Then, for example, one might imagine a scenario in which grireballs have R(M, S) = S/(2πM) but only exist inside black holes for S ≤ 4πM 2 and hence then are not visible. Only for S > 4πM 2 would grireballs be visible.
One might suppose, though it strains the imagination a bit, that the entropy S that the grireball size depends on is the fine-grained von Neumann entropy S vN , which is less than 4πM 2 for black holes until they have emitted enough radiation to become nearly maximally entangled with the radiation and hence be classified as old black holes with fine-grained von Neumann entropy very nearly the same as the coarse-grained thermodynamic entropy S = 4πM 2 for nonrotating black holes.
Then if such grireballs exist with radii R(M, S vN ) = S vN /(2πM) for S vN > 4πM 2 , once a black hole becomes old, it could become such a grireball and hence not merely have the possibility of a firewall just inside R = 2M, but a grireball boundary that is presumably a firewall at R = S vN /(2πM) > 2M.
That is, it seems conceivable that not only might old black holes develop firewalls at the Schwarzschild radius (which are hence not visible from the outside), but perhaps firewalls that expand outside the Schwarzschild radius and hence are visible.
Then it might be the case that even from the outside Bob could tell whether Alice is burning or fuzzing [8] .
I have benefited from discussions with many colleagues over the years, and on the related subject of firewalls at the KITP Bits, Branes, and Black Holes program, though I have not yet subjected these current ideas to discussion. As this paper was being finalized, a paper appeared [16] which discusses a 'singularity cloud' which, depending on its properties and in particular whether it could be hyper-entropic, might be similar to some kind of grireball. 
